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I am your neighbor and I am initiating an email group to connect the
people on our street only in case of emergency.
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Privacy is important, so no last names or addresses would be
connected to the contact information. Being connected would be
beneficial for everyone, especially if there is a power outage, fire or
other emergency.
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The email group would only be used for:

The email group would only be used for:

Emergencies situations.: a tree has fallen on the
road and people with a chainsaws are requested
to help clear it if the county services are taking too
long,
Someone on the street had a fire and is need of
household items etc.,
Offers of goodwill ie: a neighbor has a teen who
can work odd jobs, someone has a free working
refrigerator, tools, zucchini etc to give away, or
someone has found a wandering dog.
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It would not be used to sell direct marketing goods, non emergency
communications ie: birthdays, or sharing unkind words in any way.
You could unsubscribe at any time.
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It may be used to invite you to a street gathering to discuss
emergency preparedness, trash pick up days, or street gatherings to
meet and greet. There are no requirements of any kind.
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Will you send your email to me, your neighbor, at email
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____________________________________________________________________?
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Thank you!

Thank you!

From your Neighbor,
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,_________________________________________________________
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